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Disclaimer
The purpose of this report is to represent Cycled Technologies to potential partners and clients. The information
set forth may not be exhaustive and does not imply any elements of a contractual relationship. Its sole purpose
is to provide relevant and reasonable information regarding our product, and our progress as a company. This
document cannot be used for any purpose other than as provided herein. Certain statements, estimates and
financial information contained herein constitute forward-looking statements or information. Such forwardlooking statements or information involves known and unknown risks and uncertainties, which may cause
actual events or results to differ materially from the estimates or the results implied or expressed in such
forward-looking statements.
This English language report is the primary official source of information about Cycled’s Smart Bin Implementation
at the DP World Tour Championship, Dubai. The information contained herein may from time to time be translated
into other languages or used in the course of written or verbal communications with existing and prospective
customers, partners, etc. During the course of such translation or communication, some of the information
contained herein may be lost, corrupted or misrepresented. The accuracy of such alternative communications
cannot be guaranteed. In lieu of any conflict or inconsistency between such translations and communications
from this official English language report, the provisions of this English language original document shall prevail.
This report is subject to change and any changes to the Whitepaper may be made without any further notice.
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Executive Summary
This document reports on the collaborative effort between Cycled Technologies, Averda, VOSS Water, and the
DP World Tour Championship in promoting crowd sorting of empty VOSS PET bottles at the 2018 DP World Tour
Championship, Dubai.
To enhance the recovery rate of single use plastics used at the event, we created a raffle with empty PET bottles
(VOSS) as the entry ticket. The Cycled Smart Bin, which technically operates as a reverse vending machine, was
used for collection of these bottles. Participants were able to use their phone numbers to unlock the bin and
after throwing in their bottles, the bin detects the quantity and uses this value to weight their chance of winning
the raffle. Each day, winners of the raffle were contacted via SMS and every other phone number was deleted in
accordance to the EU General Data Protection Regulations.
The Smart Bins were positioned at three different locations in the championship village, and awareness was
created with cap stickers, and bespoke signs around the collection locations. As a control, in each location,
conventional recycling bins (without incentives), were placed within the vicinity of the Cycled collection points.
Mobile collectors were also dispatched to clean up after visitors in the championship village.
During the 4-day period, 874 sessions were recorded on the deployed smart bins and an average of 524 pieces
of clean and sorted VOSS PET bottles were collected per location (total of 1574 bottles in all locations). In
comparison, based on the total number of PET bottles that reached the recycling facility from the event, each
conventional collection bin collected an average of 109 pieces of clean and sorted VOSS PET bottles. The Cycled
Smart Bin which accounted for only 3 % of the total collection locations used during the event, collected 11.9 %
of the total PET bottles that were deemed clean enough for recycling.
While the initiative displayed promise in sensitizing public events toward recycling, subsequent fine-tuning
of the activation/awareness strategy, incentives, and positioning of the Smart Bins, are required to optimize
the concept. Considerations should also be put into replacing the phone number entries with smart bar code
recognition, and exploitation of the granularity of the data collected.
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Problem
Contamination at Source
One in four of the objects placed in the curbside recycling bins are actually not recyclable.
This does not only increase the processing cost at recycling facilities but also renders bulk
of the collected recyclables invaluable.1

Figure 1. The figure describes the contamination at source problem. A single piece of organic material placed in a
bin full of recyclables could render the whole collection invaluable

Inappropriate Recycling Incentives
Financial mechanism are most often turned to for incentivising recycling. A very popular
form of this mechanism is the deposit scheme where governmental policies are used
to mandate retailers of packaged goods to collect financial deposits redeemable upon
recycling of the packages. An obvious drawback of this scheme is its dependence on
governmental policies. Also, the deposits are typically unsubstantial and fines are difficult
to enforce in public locations.

1 http://mediaroom.wm.com/the-battle-against-recycling-contamination-is-everyones-battle/
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Solution
Crowd Sourcing
The only way to reduce contamination at source is to influence the way these
materials are handled at source. This translates to activating the crowd to
clean and sort their recyclables before disposal, and giving them a reason to
think twice before throwing in the wrong materials in recycling bins.

Social Incentives
By offering a gaming opportunity, rewards are dispensed as a “fun activity“
that could result in some sort of social recognition. This serves as a positive
incentive that allows for customization to fit the demographics and scale of
penetration.

Smart Collection
The Cycled Smart Bin synchronizes crowd-sourced sorting with a gaming
concept in order to achieve dual effects --smart collection and social
engagement -- with a single process flow i.e. while participants are using
their recyclables to take part in a gaming concept, the criteria of clean and
sorted materials ensures source sorting.
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The Cycled Smart Bin

Transforms the collection process
into a fun gaming activity
Real time evaluation of the
quantity and quality of recyclables
Low power consumption
(less than an LED bulb)
Smart access control
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Made to be fun. Made to stick
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How it works

1

Unlock the Smart Bin by
typing your phone number

2 Throw in your empty bottle
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Close the bin and press *

4

Raffle will be used to
select a lucky winner

Figure 2. The figure shows the process flow for using the Cycled Smart Bin. The unlocking mechanism implemented in Step 1 was
selected based on its independence of any private database for identifying and contacting winners. Other mechanisms such as bar code
scanners, work ID cards, or coded entries can also be implemented.

Key invention component. The Smart Bin was designed to facilitate crowd sourcing of the waste sorting process
with the aid of a gaming concept. The technology ensures each user is identified prior to offering access, i.e.
either by a phone number or any other means of identity already established by the host location. Upon throwing
in recyclables into the bin, the quantity and quality is checked, and used to weight the user’s chance of winning
the competition. The Smart Bin is connected to the Cycled cloud and blockchain for storage and computational
requirements.
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DP World Tour Championship
The DP World Tour Championship, Dubai is a European Tour golf tournament that serves as the pinnacle of the
European Tour Race to Dubai. It is contested on the Earth course at the Jumeirah Golf Estates in Dubai, United
Arab Emirates. The title sponsor is DP World, a global port operator with a base in Dubai. During its typical 4
days duration, it hosts about 80,000 visitors.
Some of the favourable features of this event as a test bed of the Smart Bin Concept include:

Public Location
The Smart Bin concept primarily aims at crowd
sourcing the cleaning and sorting of recyclables at
public locations so this requirement is unmissable.

Diverse Crowd
Dubai is a very multicultural city and the event typically
hosts golf enthusiasts from all over the world. This
allows for a truly random sampling for the study.

Multiple Days
Being a multiday event, it offers for a gradual
sensitization of the visitors towards the concept.

Large Area
This allows for the independent sampling of participants.

RACE TO
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Methodology

3
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Figure 3. The figure shows a map of the venue highlighting the locations of the Smart Bins in the championship village (white circles).
Note that no Smart Bin was located at any of the holes.

Period. Each day, entry into the raffle ran from 9am-5pm.
Locations. Bins were placed in three different locations at the championship village (see Figure 3). The first
location was a Cycled tent erected just beside the entrance arch, the second location was just beside the main
stage (in the open air) while the last location was at the VOSS bar just in front of the Hospitality Lounge (Figure
4)

Computer:
Activation. Cap stickers and bespoke signposts were
used tocall
advertise
concept tobecause
the public. Attendants
“They
me the
computer
no one were
can
also deployed to assist people with the technicality of
using
the
Smart
Bins
(see
Figure
5).
count like I do. While I pick, I count in my head and
I never
forget the
numbers”
Prize. The daily prize for the raffle was two pieces of
the Hospitality
Lounge
Tickets for the 2019, DP World Tour
Championship, Dubai.

Controls. To have a comparison yardstick, conventional bins were positioned within the vicinity of the locations.
By monitoring the quantity and quality of recyclables collected by those bins, we are able to benchmark the
performance of our Smart Bin.
Data Acquisition. Each session instantaneously logged the time, phone number and quantity of recyclables
to a database. The quantity collected was validated by manually monitoring the frequency at which the bins
were emptied. The total quantity of PET bottles recycled from the event was obtained from Averda, the waste
management partner at the DP World Tour Championship.
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Methodology

Figure 4. The figure shows locations of the Cycled bins at the Entrance Arch (left), and behind the main stage (right). The Entrance Arch
location was in the form of a tent while that at the main stage area was an open area.

Figure 5. The figure shows activation strategies for the bin. Cap sticks on the VOSS bottles announced to visitors
that the empty bottle could be used to enter into a raffle (left) while attendants were used to assist visitors on the
technicality of using the bins.
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Results
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Figure 6 shows a summary of the database in terms of sessions (usage of the bin) and the quantity of recyclables
collected. Usage increased from Day 1 - Day 3 and plateaued from Day 3- Day 4. However, the quantity of
recyclables collected steadily rose from Day 1 - Day 4. In total, 71.1 kg of recyclables were collected by the
Smart Bin and no contamination was recorded. All of the PET bottles collected by the Cycled Smart Bins were
handed over to the event’s waste management partner and then sold to recycling facilities.
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Figure 6. The figure summarizes the daily Smart Bin usage. (a) The daily usage numbers of the Smart Bins. (b) The daily weight of
recyclables collected. These numbers were sourced from our database.

In this study, average collection rate per bin location is defined as the total number of recycled PET collected
by each bin type divided by the number of locations. In the case of the Smart Bin, this value is 23. 6 kg while
that of the conventional bin is 5.9 kg. As such, it can be deduced that at each location, while the Smart Bins
collected 80% of the recycled PET bottles while the conventional bins collected only 20 %. The conventional bins
recorded varying levels of contamination that rendered some of its collected material unsuitable for recycling.
This clearly demonstrates the effectiveness of the incentive mechanism in influencing crowd sourcing of the
sorting and cleaning of recyclables.

20%

80%

Figure 7 . The figure compares the Smart Bin and Conventional Bins in terms of collecting recyclables clean enough for recycling. These
numbers are based on the impact of each bin calculated by averaging the total number of PET bottles recycled across the bins that were
used for collection.
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Conclusion
Concept Validity. By achieving a collection rate 4x more than the conventional recycling bins and 100 %
material purity, this demonstration proves the validity of the social incentive mechanism for crowd sourcing
the cleaning and sorting of recyclables in public locations
Lessons Learnt. About 75 % of the total VOSS PET bottles collected were retrieved from the Smart Bins located
by the central stage. This also coincides with the location with the highest population density during the event.
As such, it is recommended that more locations within such vicinities are considered in future events.
A large proportion of the Smart Bin session where activated or influenced by millennials and young kids in the
event. Parents used this opportunity to demonstrate a good example so we expect a higher impact when the
incentives are designed to be attractive to this demography.
While a few people inquired about the prize, observation showed that most people were attracted by the
“newness” of the concept. We expect this effect to wane as more people get accustomed to the concept -- at
that point, the nature of the incentive will be a key factor behind participation.
Finally, due to the privacy worries encountered, and variation in number of digits in international phone
numbers, the accesss control of the SmartBin will be replaced with more seemless identification techniques
e.g. a simple swipe of tickets or access badges.
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